We present PanParser, a Python framework dedicated to transition-based structured prediction, and notably suitable for dependency parsing. On top of providing an easy way to train state-of-the-art parsers, as empirically validated on UD 2.0, PanParser is especially useful for research purposes: its modular architecture enables to implement most state-of-the-art transition-based methods under the same unified framework (out of which several are already built-in), which facilitates fair benchmarking and allows for an exhaustive exploration of slight variants of those methods. PanParser additionally includes a number of fine-grained evaluation utilities, which have already been successfully leveraged in several past studies, to perform extensive error analysis of monolingual as well as cross-lingual parsing.
Introduction
PanParser is not yet another implementation of a transition-based dependency parser. Transition-based dependency parsing has been an active field in the last few years and several open source parsers have been released, each one implementing a new alternate paradigm, like MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006a) , which is the reference implementation for transition-based parsers, and UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017) , a popular pipeline system for neural parsing. In all transition-based parsers, the same elements are systematically found (a transition system, a classifier, an update procedure, etc.), corresponding to distinct lines of research. However, their implementations often adopt an ad-hoc architecture or a specific variation of each of these components, which impedes fair benchmarking and makes it difficult to evaluate the impact of a given component.
The PanParser framework aims at alleviating this effect by providing a modular architecture, in which most state-of-the-art transition-based parsing systems can be implemented, or extended, in a light and straightforward way. In addition to providing an easy way to train accurate models for parsing any language, it is then particularly valuable for research purpose and exhaustive experiments on parser design. It is possible, for instance, to train a greedy neural ArcEager parser with a static oracle, or a delexicalized beam ArcHybrid parser with a dynamic oracle and an averaged perceptron.
1 PanParser also implements extensive utilities for error analysis. PanParser has been used, for instance, in cross-lingual transfer experiments (Aufrant et al., 2016b; Lacroix et al., 2016) or to design new learning strategies for dependency parsers .
PanParser differs from the other parsing frameworks by the ability to combine more freely alternate versions of each part of the parser, but also by the diversity of the built-in algorithms: for instance, UDPipe does not include the ArcEager and ArcHybrid transition systems and it lacks the support of global training strategies, spaCy 2 only offers ArcEager parsers trained with the max-violation strategy, while SyntaxNet (Andor et al., 2016) and the StanfordParser (Chen and Manning, 2014) focus on the ArcStandard system; as for MaltParser, it supports a large number of transition systems but neither global training nor dynamic oracles. PanParser also includes functionalities that are not found elsewhere, like newly-derived dynamic oracles or the ability to train projective parsers directly on non-projective data. On the other hand, our framework is not designed for pipelining as others are; the current built-ins also lack several non-projective transition systems included in UDPipe and MaltParser, although the architecture is already designed to support them -and recent works like Fernández-González and Gómez-Rodríguez (2018a)'s will help their implementation in future work. As for graph-based parsing strategies, like the seminal MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2005) or state-of-the-art neural ones (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016; Dozat and Manning, 2017) , they remain out of the scope of this framework.
The whole software is written in Python in a modular way, which makes it easy for the user to extend the built-in components with custom variants. For instance, adding the ArcHybrid transition system (with full compatibility with all other components) was done in 150 lines of code. The core framework of PanParser can also be reused to implement other structured prediction tasks, as done for the built-in PoS tagger.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art in transition-based dependency parsing, along the six lines of research which have guided the design of PanParser. The main features of PanParser are described in Section 3 and Section 4 presents the scores achieved on the 73 treebanks of UD 2.0, for various configurations of PanParser. Further algorithmic and technical details are provided in the appendices and supplementary material: the procedure used to implement dynamic oracles for various transition systems in PanParser (Appendix A), the global dynamic oracle framework on which PanParser is based (Appendix B), as well as the built-in transition systems with their oracles (Supplementary A), practical examples of PanParser usage (Supplementary B) and a brief overview of the code architecture chosen to ensure modularity (Supplementary C).
PanParser is published under a BSD license and can be freely downloaded at https: //perso.limsi.fr/aufrant.
Transition-based dependency parsing
Dependency parsing (Kübler et al., 2009) consists in analyzing the syntactic structure of a sentence by mapping it to a tree. Formally, a unique head token is assigned to each token of the sentence (apart from the root), avoiding cycles, to denote syntactic dependencies between two words; in labeled parsing, a relation label is additionally assigned to each token. In this section, we introduce one class of algorithms building dependency trees, the transition-based approach (Nivre, 2008) , which is the one adopted by PanParser.
In a transition-based parser, a parse is computed by performing a sequence of transitions, building the parse tree in an incremental fashion. The parser configuration thus represents a partially built dependency tree, and applying transition t to configuration c results in the parser moving to a successor configuration of c (denoted c • t), together with side effects on its internal state (typically based on stacks and lists): moving a token, creating an edge, etc.
According to Nivre (2008) , 'a deterministic classifier-based parser consists of three essential components: a parsing algorithm, which defines the derivation of a syntactic analysis as a sequence of elementary parsing actions; a feature model, which defines a feature vector representation of the parser state at any given time; and a classifier, which maps parser states, as represented by the feature model, to parsing actions'. Over the years, much work has been dedicated to improving parsers along those three lines: designing new parsing algorithms (i.e. transition systems, in the case of transition-based parsing) with various properties (Nivre, 2004 (Nivre, , 2009 Gómez-Rodríguez and Nivre, 2010; Kuhlmann et al., 2011; Qi and Manning, 2017) , more informative feature representations (Zhang and Clark, 2008; Zhang and Nivre, 2011; Bohnet et al., 2013; Alberti et al., 2015) , and adapting the implementations to use more accurate classifiers (Chen and Manning, 2014; Dyer et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2015; Andor et al., 2016) .
However, in recent years, a series of contributions has been made in the way those three components interact, in particular at training time (Collins and Roark, 2004; Zhang and Clark, 2008; Goldberg and Nivre, 2012; Huang et al., 2012 , Zhang and Nivre, 2012 . The resulting lines of research have produced a number of algorithmic variants, with such diversity that we now find it beneficial to model these aspects as separate components. Therefore, the new reading grid we propose, and which has been adopted as the architecture of PanParser, is the following: a transition-based parser consists of 6 components (a transition system, a classifier, a feature model, a search component, an oracle and a training strategy), whose interactions can be controlled by a generic structured prediction framework, with no specific tie to the chosen algorithm or task.
In the following, we describe the state-of-the-art methods corresponding to each component, out of which most are or can be implemented under the PanParser framework. The actual built-ins will be listed in the next section, while the other algorithms can still be implemented within that framework, thanks to its modular architecture.
Transition system
The transition system defines the semantics of the actions predicted by the classifier, in order to relate them to actual dependency trees. Formally, it consists in four elements: the structure of the parser state (e.g. a stack and a buffer), a set of actions (e.g. Shift, Left, Right and Reduce), the semantics of each one (e.g. the Left action attaches the current token to another token on the right, and then discards it from the stack) and their preconditions (e.g. the Left action is invalid if the current token has already been attached).
Several such systems have been proposed in the literature, the most widely used ones being stack-based. Notably, ArcStandard (Nivre, 2003) , ArcEager (Nivre, 2004) and ArcHybrid (Kuhlmann et al., 2011) rely on a stack (the currently processed tokens) and a buffer (the not yet processed tokens). They all consider candidate edges among the top few tokens on the stack and the first few tokens in the buffer, but they differ in the order in which edges are created, and regarding spurious ambiguity (i.e. whether the same tree can be produced by different derivations). All three systems guarantee parsing in linear time, but they are also subject to restrictions in expressivity (as they cannot produce non-projective trees, i.e. trees with crossing edges).
In order to improve expressivity or to facilitate the prediction of some edges, a number of other systems have been designed, using various kinds of internal state: a stack and a list (Nivre, 2009; Fernández-González and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2012) , two lists and a buffer (Covington, 2001; Choi and Palmer, 2011) , a single list (Goldberg and Elhadad, 2010) , two (or more) stacks and a buffer (Gómez-Rodríguez and Nivre, 2010; Gómez-Rodríguez and Nivre, 2013) , extra registers on top of the stack and the buffer (Pitler and McDonald, 2015) , etc.
Many of those systems have seen additional variants, adding for instance nonmonotonicity (Honnibal et al., 2013; Honnibal and Johnson, 2015; Fernández-González and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2017) to improve the robustness to erroneous predictions, or non-local transitions (Qi and Manning, 2017, Fernández-González and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2018b) , effectively shortening the derivations by collapsing series of Shift or Reduce actions into edge-creating transitions. The ability to parse given specific constraints on the output has also been investigated as a property of the transition system (Nivre and Fernández-González, 2014; .
Finally, several variants of each of those systems exist natively, depending on how the root tokens are handled. Indeed, the roots are supposed to remain unattached at the end of the derivation, but in order to alleviate boundary effects they are in general attached to a dummy Root token placed at the beginning or the end of the sentence. Yet, the position of this node can actually impact the semantics of the transition system, and it has been shown to impact the parsing accuracy (Ballesteros and Nivre, 2013) .
Classifier
At each step of the parsing process, every possible transition is scored by a classifier, based on a feature representation of the current configuration, and the transitions to apply are chosen accordingly. This scoring step can be handled by any multi-class classifier, and several options have been envisioned in the literature.
Linear models have notably proved successful: Collins and Roark (2004) use an averaged perceptron -meaning that the final parameters retained after training are obtained by averaging over all values taken by the model throughout training -which has long remained a de facto standard (Huang et al., 2012) . Another widespread strategy is to use support vector machines (Nivre et al., 2006b) . A number of other techniques have been considered, like memory-based learning , robust risk minimization (Choi and Nicolov, 2009 ) and confidence-weighted classifiers (Haulrich, 2010) , but the largest body of recent work on the topic concerns the integration of neural networks, with various architectures: feedforward neural networks (Chen and Manning, 2014; Zhou et al., 2015) , later augmented by a structured perceptron (Weiss et al., 2015) or a CRF loss (Andor et al., 2016) , as well as recurrent networks (Stenetorp, 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Dyer et al., 2015) . However, recurrent neural networks (and notably, LSTMs) cannot be implemented in the current version of the PanParser framework, which supports only stateless classifiers.
Feature model
The feature model specifies how the parser configuration is represented when it is fed to the classifier. Such features are typically extracted from the top of the stack and buffer: wordform of the first token in buffer, PoS tag of the (already attached) children of the stack head, etc. In addition to wordforms, morphological features and coarse or fine-grained PoS tags, richer features like sequential (token distance), syntactic (valency, labels, representation of subtrees) or semantic information (semantic classes, pre-trained word embeddings) can also be collected for any such token (Zhang and Nivre, 2011; Agirre et al., 2011; Chen and Manning, 2014; Dyer et al., 2015) .
Standard templates 1 word
w, p and wp for S 0 , N 0 , N 1 , N 2 2 words wp·wp, wp·w, w·wp, wp·p, p·wp, w·w and p·p for S 0 ·N 0 ; N 0 p·N 1 p 3 words
New templates with rich non-local features Zhang and Nivre (2011) . S 0 is the top stack element, N 0 -N 2 the 3 first buffer elements. w, p and l stand for word, PoS tag and label. d is the token distance from
is the number of left (right) children, whose labels are s l (s r ). h and h2 denote the head and its own head, l , l2 ( r , r2 ) the first and second leftmost (rightmost) children.
The resulting feature vector representation can be directly fed to non-linear classifiers like kernel SVMs and neural networks, while for linear models feature templates are typically used to combine the extracted atomic features into tuple features. Table 1 describes the templates handcrafted by Zhang and Nivre (2011) , which are known for achieving state-of-the-art performance on several languages, while others advocate for automatic selection (Nilsson and Nugues, 2010; Ballesteros and Nivre, 2012; Ballesteros and Bohnet, 2014) .
It can however be noted that depending on the exact parser settings, not all this information can be successfully extracted. For instance the delexicalized parsers used in cross-lingual transfer (Zeman and Resnik, 2008) make no use of wordforms, unlabeled parsers exclude label information, and depending on the transition system, some syntactic features remain unknown at prediction time (in bottom-up systems like ArcStandard and ArcHybrid the head of stack elements is never known, while in ArcEager it can be).
Search
Both during training and prediction, parsing is done by exploring the search space composed by all transitions scored by the classifier, in search for the best possible tree. Transition sequences are scored by summing the scores of all their transitions; parsing thus amounts to finding the derivation having the highest score. However, this inference step is hindered by the exponential size of the search space.
While exact inference can be done through dynamic programming (Huang and Sagae, 2010; Kuhlmann et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2013) , such methods imply severe restrictions on the set of authorized features, which jeopardize the accuracy of the parser. Instead, inexact search is generally employed, either as greedy or beam search. Greedy decoding (i.e. always following the single-best transition) is faster, but beam search (Zhang and Clark, 2008 ) yields more accurate parsers as it explores a larger part of the space: it maintains a set of k parse candidates (the beam) and at each step all possible actions are considered for each hypothesis in the beam, after which only the k-best resulting configurations are kept. This method faces some computational issues due to memory management, but they can be easily avoided by using treestructured stacks and distributed representations of trees .
While their implementations often differ, it can be noted that greedy search is mathematically equivalent to beam search with k = 1. As for exhaustive search, it can be modeled with a beam of infinite size.
Oracle
Training of transition-based parsers is a two-step procedure: first some decoding is performed (using the chosen search strategy), then whenever an error a detected, the model is updated based on one (or more) predicted configuration(s) and one (or more) gold configuration(s).
The oracle is the component that governs the distinction between gold and erroneous configurations. More precisely, its role at training time is twofold: flagging errors during decoding and identifying gold configurations that can serve as positive (reference) configurations for updates, while the actual choice of update configurations depends on the training strategy.
The traditional and most straightforward kind of oracle is the static one. In a static oracle, references are precomputed heuristically, based on the semantics of the transition system: for each reference tree used as example, a unique derivation leading to that tree is chosen and its transitions become references, while all others are considered erroneous. While simple to implement, static oracles have two drawbacks: they ignore spurious ambiguity (when several derivations lead to the same reference tree, all but one are considered erroneous) and they are only defined along the reference derivation (given an arbitrary configuration in the search space, the optimal action to take next is not specified).
Instead, Goldberg and Nivre (2012) introduce dynamic oracles, defined as oracles that are both non-deterministic and complete: with dynamic oracles, the reference actions are tailored to the current configuration. In that framework, erroneous actions are defined as actions that introduce errors, i.e. that reduce the maximum score achievable on the current sentence (for instance by misattaching a token, or by removing from the stack a word which has not received all its children yet). The computation of the oracle is based on the action cost, which is a property of the transition system and numbers the errors introduced by each action, given an arbitrary configuration. The gold actions are defined as zero-cost actions; this way the oracle is guaranteed to find the best action(s) to perform, and it natively accounts for spurious ambiguity (an action leading to the reference tree is by design zero-cost) and is always defined (by definition of the maximum there is always at least one zero-cost action).
The main difficulty when applying dynamic oracles is to derive the action cost for the transition system, which requires a thorough investigation of its properties. So far, such oracles have been derived for ArcEager (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012) , ArcHybrid and EasyFirst (Goldberg and Nivre, 2013) , ArcStandard , as well as several non-monotonic (Honnibal et al., 2013; Honnibal and Johnson, 2015) and non-projective systems (Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2014; Gómez-Rodríguez and Fernández-González, 2015; Fernández-González and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2017) . A few other works have proposed oracles drawing from this line of research but which are only partly dynamic, incomplete or approximated (Björkelund and Nivre, 2015; de Lhoneux et al., 2017; Fernández-González and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2018a) . Aufrant et al. (2018) additionally propose a systematic way to approximate the oracle when it has not yet been derived to handle all particular cases -for instance for reference trees that are out of the expressive scope of the transition system, typically non-projective training examples for projective parsers -by using an unsound cost and considering the minimum-cost actions as gold. This is the approach adopted within our framework; it is further described in Appendix A, which explains in which measure PanParser departs from the standard dynamic oracle framework.
While dynamic oracles are primarily defined to identify reference actions, extend them to reference transition sequences, to accommodate their use with beam parsers. The advantage of these global dynamic oracles is that they do not require any explicit computation of the reference set (which can be exponentially huge), as they can be implemented by simply tracking the action costs inside the beam.
Training strategy
The literature traditionally distinguishes local and global training strategies. In local training, each decision is optimized independently: all along the derivation, the action predicted by the classifier is checked against the gold action(s) (the reference(s) provided by the oracle), and an update occurs whenever they differ.
When beam search is employed, local training is suboptimal (Zhang and Nivre, 2012) and a global criterion is preferred, meaning that the parameters are updated once for each training sentence, depending on the optimality of transition sequences. Algorithm 1 (left part) summarizes the training for each sentence x (with gold parse y): Initial(x) denotes the initial configuration for x and the Oracle procedure performs decoding to find configurations that play the role of the 'positive' and 'negative' examples (resp. c + and c − ) required by the Update operation (typically a perceptron update rule (Collins and Roark, 2004) or a gradient computation with the globally normalized loss of Andor et al. (2016) ). Several strategies, corresponding to various implementations of the Oracle function, have been used to find these examples.
Algorithm 1: Global training on one sentence, with and without restart.
θ: model parameters, initialized to θ 0 before training Final(·): true iff the whole sentence is processed
In the EarlyUpdate strategy (Collins and Roark, 2004; Zhang and Clark, 2008) , the sentence is parsed using conventional beam decoding, checking at each step whether the reference tree is still reachable, and an update happens as soon as the reference derivation (or all references, depending on what the oracle generates) falls off the beam: the top scoring configuration at this step is penalized and the reference that has just fallen off the beam is reinforced. Another strategy, MaxViolation (Huang et al., 2012) , is to continue decoding even though the reference has fallen off the beam, in order to find the configuration having the largest gap between the scores of the (partial) hypothesis and the (partial) gold derivation. Compared to EarlyUpdate, MaxViolation speeds up convergence by covering longer transition sequences and can yield slightly better parsers.
In the standard version of these strategies, after a global update the rest of the sequence is ignored, moving on to the next example. However, extend those strategies with a restart option (right part of Algorithm 1) which reinitializes the beam after each update and enables further updates on the same example, so that the whole sentence is exploited during training, with benefits in terms of convergence, accuracy and sampling distributions.
Notably, under the restart framework -and similarly to the equivalence of search strategies -local training can be interpreted as a special case of global training, when applying early update and restart on a beam of size 1.
One key aspect when choosing a training strategy is how the training configurations are generated: each update (either local or global) raises questions on which configuration to restart from, the positive or the negative one. Goldberg and Nivre (2012) show that error exploration, i.e. pursuing on the erroneous path, improves the accuracy by making the classifier able to produce the next best tree, even when the op-timal one has become unreachable. Classifiers that stick to the gold space at training time suffer indeed from error propagation, as the suboptimal configurations they are confronted to at prediction time are an unknown territory in which they were never trained to take good decisions. As a trade-off between strict supervision and robustness, various exploration policies can be envisioned; for instance Goldberg and Nivre (2013) keep the first iteration in the gold space, and then apply error exploration with a probability of 90%, while Ballesteros et al. (2016) sample the next configuration from the probability distribution output by the classifier. However, error exploration requires oracle completeness, and can thus only be entertained when using a dynamic oracle.
The PanParser implementation
As described in the previous section, a transition-based parser can be viewed as the association of several components: a transition system (associating parse trees with transition sequences), a classifier (scoring transitions based on a feature representation), a feature model (extracting feature vectors from parse configurations), a search strategy (producing transition sequences, given a classifier model), an oracle (mapping gold annotations to gold transitions) and a training strategy (effectively choosing the training configurations to update the model).
In PanParser, to ensure modularity and compatibility, all of these components are implemented separately -and interfaced by a generic structured prediction framework, which handles the main training and prediction logic. The first three correspond to distinct modules, for which we provide several implementations, and which can be easily extended by alternate models or implementations. The definition of the transition system includes all properties that are system-specific, so that the other modules can be fully semantics-agnostic: its API can be queried to return (given a configuration) the list of valid actions, the action costs, a successor configuration after a given action, the partial tree already built (as an on-demand computation based on transition history), and whether the state is final. The classifier is also seen as a black box by the rest of the software, with a score/predict/update API (plus some initialization functions) that makes it possible to integrate any stateless classifier; support for stateful classifiers (like LSTMs) is not yet included but is planned for future work as an API extension. As for the feature model, it relies on high-level properties of the parse configurations (i th word in buffer, head of the top of the stack, etc.) to generate feature representations, either as atomic or templated features (to accommodate both linear and non-linear classifiers).
The three other components (search, oracle and training strategy) are based on an extensive set of built-in parameters which can be set and combined at will. Following Aufrant et al. (2016a) , the whole search/learn procedure is based on beam search and global dynamic oracles, from which all other strategies (greedy search, static oracle, local training) are derived as special cases.
On top of algorithmic analyses, keeping those components independent has also required specific implementation choices and abstraction layers; more details on that matter are provided in Supplementary C.
After a brief description of how dependency trees are represented internally ( §3.1), the built-in components of PanParser are described in §3.2. Further technical details are then provided on other functionalities of PanParser: enriched inputs ( §3.3), parser ensembling ( §3.4), a built-in PoS tagger ( §3.5) and the error analysis tools ( §3.6). See Supplementary B for an illustration of how these functionalities can be used and combined.
Representation of a dependency tree
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between child tokens and dependency edges, a dependency tree can be easily modeled as a list of head tokens with padding elements (a dummy Root token or symbols denoting the start and end of sentences). In PanParser, it is represented as a list of integers, the integer at position i corresponding to the index of the head governing the i th word in the sentence. Relation labels can similarly be represented as a list of strings, for labeled parsing. Figure 1 illustrates the resulting representation of a tree, with three variants depending on the position of the Root token (None, First and Last, as empirically compared by Ballesteros and Nivre (2013) ); in PanParser the last position is used by default, but the first position can be set to be used internally -parsing without Root token is currently not supported. 
Built-in components
Transition system PanParser implements four transition systems (ArcEager, ArcHybrid, ArcStandard and NonMonotonicArcEager) as well as variants for partial output and short-spanned dependencies. For all, both versions with the Root token in leading and trailing positions are implemented. Some experimental options are also included, like adding head direction constraints to ArcEager. High-level functions (extracting all possible atomic features, enumerating stack tokens, etc.) are available to facilitate the implementation of other transition systems based on a stack and a buffer; for other state structures they remain to be implemented.
A formal description of all built-in systems and their action costs is provided in Supplementary A. For each one, the soundness of action costs has been experimentally validated by exhaustive search from all configurations on all possible trees for sentences under 10 tokens.
Classifier The default classifier used by PanParser is the multi-class averaged (structured) perceptron, following Collins and Roark (2004) . Support for neural networks is also included, and a vanilla feedforward neural network (based on Keras and Theano) is implemented as a proof of concept.
Additionally, generic classifiers are provided for joint prediction and voting, which are in fact wrappers around other classifiers. Joint classifiers are natively used for instance to enable labeled parsing: based on the same feature representations, actions and relation labels are predicted in parallel by two classifiers (which may or may not share parameters, depending on the implemented classifiers). As for the voting wrapper, it enables parser ensembling with (weighted) votes at the action level.
Feature model PanParser is shipped with the feature templates of Zhang and Nivre (2011) , together with options that extend them with morphological features and pretrained embeddings; it is also possible to use the atomic version of the features (for non-linear classifiers) or to write custom templates, based on the provided atomic features (including both coarse and fine-grained PoS tags). In any case, two global parameters control whether lexicalized features and label information are included (to build delexicalized and unlabeled parsers).
Search
As explained above, PanParser allows both greedy and beam search, the former being a special case of the latter; it consequently implements the data structure introduced for beam search by , based on immutable objects and distributed representations. This implementation is, however, suboptimal for vanilla greedy parsers, which can be optimized using mutable objects, so that we also provide an alternate implementation dedicated to greedy parser states.
The mutable version represents the state of the parser as a buffer pointer, a stack and a parse tree, that get updated whenever a transition is applied. This structure makes much information available in constant time (which notably speeds up feature extraction), but it cannot be used for beam search without costly object copies and has consequently limited functionalities. The mathematical equivalence of both implementations for greedy parsing has been experimentally validated.
In 's version, which is the default, a parser state is just an immutable set of a few indexes and pointers to other parser states (previous state and tail of the stack).
3 Thus, derivations are represented as linked lists, and the complete information about a parser state (content of the stack, transition history, current parse tree) is distributed across all previous states, without duplicates. While accessing a deep stack element is necessarily slower than in the local implementation, factoring information in this way makes beam search and global training cheaper, both in time and memory usage.
Oracle Both static and dynamic oracles (including global dynamic ones) are supported by PanParser; static oracles are actually computed using dynamic ones -the reference derivation is built by pre-parsing the sentence while restricting the search space to zero-cost actions and ignoring their score.
Training strategy PanParser supports both local and global training, with several strategies: early update, max-violation, full update (even though Huang et al. (2012) discourage its use), several variants of those (e.g. to optimize the similarity of the positive and negative configurations), together with the restart option and arbitrary exploration policies.
As explained in §2.6, local and global training are unified under the same framework (Algorithm 1), in which the basic training unit is the model update, and all training strategies follow the same workflow: initialize a beam in a given configuration, extend the beam repeatedly until an error is flagged, select a pair of update configurations among the candidates, perform the update, and iterate until the example is considered processed.
The various update strategies for global training can themselves be unified under the same framework, as shown by Algorithm 2 (Correct being the error criterion used by global dynamic oracles): with this viewpoint, EarlyUpdate and MaxViolation only differ in the choice of i update , which is actually how they are implemented in PanParser (with lazy expansion of the beam and anticipation of errors). Appendix B further describes how those strategies fit within the dynamic oracle framework.
Algorithm 2: Basic scheme for training strategies (Aufrant et al., 2016a) .
′ ≤ k k: maximum beam size (1 for local training) λ i : optional focus on early/late transitions (1 in all state-of-the-art strategies)
The algorithm chooses in turn:
The global update is effected, e.g. with the perceptron rule:
On top of the errors flagged by the oracle, PanParser also accepts other non-standard stopping criteria, like forcing the beam to reinitialize every few actions (thus preventing updates on very distant configurations).
Enriched input: partial trees and constraints
Compared to traditional implementations, PanParser makes an extensive use of the dynamic oracle framework to leverage partial trees in several ways: it supports training on partially annotated sentences (which enables robustness to incomplete datasets, but also fine-grained subsampling), predicting under partial constraints (when the head, or at least the dependency direction, is already provided for a few tokens) and training under constraints (for better train-test consistency, and using features extracted from the constraints). It is also possible, using the corresponding transition systems, to learn to predict partial trees directly -in the PanParser framework, training and prediction unfold as usual even for such partial parsers.
The reason why dynamic oracles enable training on examples with partial annotations is that they make the updates error-driven: when no information is provided, the cost is simply under-estimated and no update occurs. This behavior holds even for more complex dynamic oracles, either global or non-arc-decomposable (see Ap-pendix A). So, provided that the action costs are implemented appropriately (i.e. not assuming the existence of annotations), which is the case in PanParser, training on such data is possible by design. Fine-grained subsampling can then be entertained by on-the-fly deletion of some reference dependencies, before training on a given example; error-driven training takes care of exploiting the remaining dependencies.
As for constrained training and prediction, they rely on a straightforward action filtering, based on dynamic oracles: restricting the search space to parses compatible with these constraints simply consists in restricting the legal actions to those that have zero cost with respect to the constraints. This way, the constraint dependencies are naturally respected and included by the parser, which in fact produces a standard derivation, without any pre-or post-processing.
Parser ensembling
Two strategies for parser ensembling are implemented under the PanParser framework: parser cascading , which consists in pipelining a series of partial parsers, and MST-based reparsing (Sagae and Lavie, 2006) . Reparsing enables a token-level vote on the output of several parsers; when weighting the contribution of each parser, which PanParser allows, this strategy can for instance be used in cross-lingual parsing, to combine various sources (Rosa and Žabokrtský, 2015) .
Support for other structured prediction tasks: PoS tagging
PanParser also has a built-in PoS tagger, based on the same structured prediction framework. It shows how this framework can be used for other structured prediction tasks than dependency parsing. This unification also paves the way to joint tagging and parsing with PanParser.
The structure and usage of the tagger are similar to PanParser, albeit simpler because it does not involve transition systems. The main difference is that at training time, the tagger also builds a tag dictionary of unambiguous words, with almost always the same tag (and enough occurrences) in the dataset, and at prediction time it tries looking up the tag in the dictionary, before defaulting to actual predictions.
Error analysis
In order to facilitate extensive error analysis, PanParser is shipped with a series of evaluation tools, both for computing overall accuracies and fine-grained statistics. Several built-in criteria (PoS tags, dependency length, direction, position in sentence, word frequency, etc.) can be used (and combined) to guide the analysis or narrow the results. Examples of the studies enabled by PanParser are presented in Supplementary B.
Experiments
The accuracy of PanParser is evaluated on the 73 treebanks of the Universal Dependencies 2.0 (Nivre et al., 2017a,b) . Table 2 reports the average scores achieved with the main few settings, together with similar measures for three other open source parsers: MaltParser 1.9 (Nivre et al., 2006a) , MSTParser 0.5.1 (McDonald et al., 2005) and UDPipe 1.1 (Straka and Straková, 2017). 4 Our system appears competitive with the other parsers, all of them being outperformed by an 8-sized beam PanParser. Further comparison with UDPipe reveals that both systems are actually on par on large treebanks (more than 500 sentences), while PanParser outperforms all parsers by a large margin on small treebanks (less than 500 sentences).
As a side note, the gains achieved by PanParser when changing the training strategy and Root position also appear consistent with the literature (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012; Zhang and Nivre, 2012; Huang et al., 2012; Ballesteros and Nivre, 2013) , which validates previous results in this new framework.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented PanParser, a transition-based dependency parser implemented with the concern of algorithmic variation completeness, intended both for practical uses and as a parsing research tool. It currently supports numerous options and customizations for several aspects of the parsing algorithms.
PanParser is, however, still a work in progress, and we already plan several extra developments. We intend to take a further step to customization completeness, by allowing to parse without dummy Root token, and to extract arbitrary user-defined atomic features. We will also add built-in transition systems that are not stack-and buffer-based: the Covington system, based on two lists and a buffer, and for which Gómez-Rodríguez and Fernández-González (2015) already derived a dynamic oracle; the SwapStandard system (using a stack and a list), which requires deriving new efficient dynamic oracles; and the EasyFirst system, based on a single list. Another planned extension is to add relaxed types of arc constraints, e.g. ambiguous constraints, and span constraints.
Finally, we will add support for stateful classifiers to add a stack-LSTM parser implementation, and allow arbitrary joint prediction, which should achieve full PanParser support for state-of-the-art systems like that of Swayamdipta et al. (2016 There are two main strategies to compute the action cost in non-arc-decomposable systems. The first is to explicitly compute the loss before and after the action, typically using dynamic programming , and then retain the difference. The second is to directly model the cost, by formalizing the configurations holding arc incompatibilities, and detecting when such incompatibilities are inserted (Gómez-Rodríguez and Fernández-González, 2015) . When possible, this is computationally cheaper than a full loss computation.
Relaxed action cost To formalize the cost in a non-arc-decomposable system, we define ExpectedCost(c) as the number of arcs that are still reachable from c but do not belong to the final output (considering some final configuration, reachable from c and with maximal UAS). This counts the number of current incompatibilities. The action cost then decomposes as: In other words, the RelaxedCost function computes an overestimate of Cost, that repeatedly counts the cost of incompatibilities, as long as they are not resolved, and not only when they are introduced. Thus, it may happen that no action has a zero RelaxedCost, but the actual cost can be retrieved by shifting all costs by the minimum RelaxedCost, which corresponds to the current ExpectedCost. Hence, in this framework, the optimal actions are not those with zero cost but with minimal cost.
These definitions have notably two useful properties, which make the use of the alternate definition transparent. First, for arc-decomposable systems, ExpectedCost is null, so RelaxedCost = Cost. Second, since min t Cost(c,t) = 0, in both cases (RelaxedCost and Cost), shifting by the minimum cost always yields Cost values.
Consequently, in PanParser, we define optimal actions as minimum-cost actions, and transition system implementations are supposed to compute either one of Cost (when computed as a loss difference) and RelaxedCost (when modeled explicitly).
In practice, defining the action cost explicitly then consists in listing as usual the arcs that the action makes unreachable, as well as the causes of arc incompatibilities in the future configuration.
Consequences of under-estimated costs
Exhibiting all causes of incompatibilities is often a tedious task, it is even more so to prove that the list is exhaustive, as done by Gómez-Rodríguez and Fernández-González (2015) for the Covington system. We have not yet done this study for all non-arc-decomposable systems in PanParser, and have settled for now for firm beliefs: the non-arc-decomposable costs have indeed been tested against exhaustive search on all possible configurations, but for short sentences only.
So, what happens if we have missed a given type of incompatibility? Or worse, if we miss all of them and simply use ForbiddenArcs for a non-arc-decomposable system? Using minimum-cost instead of zero-cost actions in fact strongly alleviates such issues.
Indeed, with an under-estimated cost, some actions introducing incompatibilities may be deemed correct, later resulting in configurations where all actions forbid some reference arc, even though no error has been detected in the past. With standard cost definition and a zero-cost criterion, this case is not covered, and training would presumably stop. But with the minimum-cost criterion there are always gold actions, whether the cost is correctly defined or not, and training can consequently go on transparently.
The only consequence on training is that the cost under-estimation introduces for the oracle a preference towards late resolution of inconsistencies: in case of two incompatible arcs, the parser will prefer actions that keep both options as long as possible over actions that forbid one of them right away. Figure 2 shows how bad this tendency can be. However, whether such cases have a strong impact on accuracy remains to be ascertained, on a per-case basis.
Consequently, the minimum-cost criterion makes it possible to use under-estimated costs, typically by ignoring non-arc-decomposability, but such unsound training has unknown consequences on accuracy. We thus advocate to empirically assess its effects for each considered system. Aufrant et al. (2018) have shown how dynamic oracles (with a minimum-cost criterion) make it possible to train a projective parser on nonprojective sentences; this directly results from their ability to accept past errors and do
Non-projective examples

